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Superchargers are magical devices. They increase the oxygen supply to the engine by
compressing the air, thus increasing its density. Accordingly, the engine burns more air-fuel
mixture and produces more power. In a centrifugal supercharger, the air is propelled through
the compressor wheel and compressed in the diffuserâ€”the thin passage formed between the
compressor cover and the bearing housingâ€”and in the volute, or scroll, where its kinetic
energy is converted to pressure. All of the dimensions, including the diameter of the diffuser,
diffuser gap distance, and size and diameter of the volute contribute to the degree of
compression. In a turbochargerâ€”exhaust-driven forced inductionâ€”the compressor wheel is
powered by exhaust flow, but in the supercharger the compressor wheel is driven via a gearbox
that takes its power from a crankshaft pulley by way of a drivebelt. The gearbox accelerates the
compressor wheel from engine speed to a point where the compressor operates efficiently.
Typically, maximum efficiency is reached when the compressor wheel spins at 70, rpm and
beyond. Notably, splitter blades on the compressor wheel increase the efficiency of the
compressor. Traditionally, the compressor wheel comprises 16 blades, 8 of which are splitter
blades. Placed alternately, these splitter blades extend up the tapered hub toward the inlet but
their height is curtailed, otherwise they would become too restrictive at the top. The compressor
wheel spins at 70, rpm and beyond. Placed alternately, splitter blades extend up the tapered
hub, increasing the efficiency of the compressor. The compressor wheel draws air in and
accelerates it through the diffuser, which is a thin passage formed between the compressor
cover and bearing housing. Compressed, high-speed air is collected in the volute or scroll,
where the kinetic energy is naturally converted to pressure. The greatest attribute of the
TorqStorm supercharger probably lies in low-end torque. In this area, it has taken its most
substantial leap forward. More commonly, the boost range of traditional centrifugal
superchargers is initiated between 3,, rpm. It was a compelling challenge because several of us
at the shop are avid hot rodders. For the most part, we applied proven technology already
developed. But as the design entered its final phase, the company that initiated it unexpectedly
abandoned the project. When aborted, it seemed wasteful to let the project languish on the
shelf. The design distinguishes itself in several important ways, not the least of which is by its
use of a billet gearcase, in contrast to the traditional cast case. So, given our tool and die
background, where everything has to be so precise, and knowing that we had a competent
product, we decided to market it ourselves. It also improves belt alignment and ends
deflectionâ€”and the violent act of belt throwing. For small-blocks and big-blocks, right- or
left-hand mountings are accommodated as well as long- or short-reach water pumps, and all of
these superchargers work in conjunction with the stock power steering from onward. By
design, the supercharger is positioned in front of all factory accessory drives. According to
TorqStorm, their single supercharger kits add between and hp at psi to any small- or big-block
Chevrolet. But during recent supercharger comparison tests these numbers were found to be
surprisingly modest. Centrifugal superchargers are simple and reliable. The vacuum-controlled
blow-off valve releases excessive boost, preventing damage to the system if the throttle
suddenly closes on deceleration. Adding a TorqStorm supercharger to any small- or big-block
Chevrolet adds to hp. But coupled to an LS with a camshaft change, hp is more likely. On this
hp BluePrint it added hp. Pace Performance, the Boardman, Ohio, engine suppliers, had plans
to engage TorqStorm as their supercharger supplier, but a comprehensive testing was first
required. Then the crankshaft drive pulley and spacer were attached to the harmonic damper.
The supercharger is then secured to its mounting bracket by seven head bolts. Now, the
eight-rib serpentine belt is installed and adjusted. All that remains is to fit the hat on the
carburetor and to connect it to the supercharger with the two large-bore discharge tubes
supplied with the kit. Positioned between the discharge tubes is an inline blow-off valve. A
small-bore hose is connected between the boost-reference port on the blow-off valve and the
carburetor. Tightening the four stainless steel hose clamps completes the arrangement.
Aligning the supercharger with the discharge tubes is made convenient by the introduction of a
V-band clamp that allows the charger to be rotated to the correct position. The bonnet is a
universal device that serves either blow-through carburetors or EFI systems that feature a
traditional style air-cleaner mounting flange. In the dyno room, Rob Walden, who has been
scrutinizing and testing high-performance and competition engines and engine parts for 25
years, supervised the comparison tests. The process involved baseline testing power output of
the naturally aspirated BluePrint engine, installing and dyno-testing with the TorqStorm
supercharger, and then repeating the process with a supercharger from a leading manufacturer.
In his private thinking, Walden separates the needs of a supercharged engine from a naturally
aspirated variant by ensuring there is sufficient fuel available for the thirstier boost condition.
Compared to a naturally aspirated engine, a supercharged counterpart generates higher
combustion temperatures and therefore runs spark plugs that are one or two steps colder to

deter detonationâ€”depending upon the amount of boost employed. For belt adjustment, most
superchargers use an automotive spring-loaded belt tensioner. To keep vices to a minimum,
TorqStorm introduced simple manual adjustment. The dyno preparations for the tests were
routine: crank up the engine and allow it to reach normal operating temperaturesâ€”coolant
around degrees, lubricating oil over degrees, and ignition timing checked, which was 32 degree
total. The dyno tests began by revealing what was already expected: the BluePrint small-block
made hp and lb-ft of torque at 5, and 4, rpm, respectively. When the TorqStorm was added it
generated hpâ€”an improvement of hpâ€”with lb-ft of torque at 5, rpm. But the best part was its
lb-ft of torque at 2, rpm; its rival reached lb-ft at 2, rpm. Returning to the blow-off valve for a
moment, this is a vacuum-controlled device that serves a dual purpose. First, it allows boost to
occur only above light throttle, when vacuum drops to a preset point. Second, it releases
excessive boost to prevent damage to the system if the throttle suddenly closes on
deceleration. And why is this so important? Well, those adept in the ways of centripetal
forceâ€”the principle at play in a centrifugal superchargerâ€”contend that if you have an
abundance of high-speed air in the tubing and you close the throttle, the inertia must be able to
escape. If not, high boost spikes could cause damage, including blowing a hose off or splitting
the tubing. It can also damage the throttle body butterfly or shaft. In so doing, this allows us to
correct for differences in atmospheric pressure. Since atmospheric pressure at sea level is
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introduction in the Corvette. This means that there is a menagerie of LS, or LS-based, options
sitting around in junkyards and classifieds across the nation. Plus, sometimes you want to get
your hands on a direct-injected LT1 right away instead of waiting for some poor schlub to wrap
it around a tree or put hundreds of thousands of miles on it. While we understand that most of
these crate engines are not exactly cheap, for those who want to make reliable power without
the headache of sourcing, machining and rebuilding, these crate motors make a powerful
literally argument. The LS3 is the go-to choice for LS engine swappers right now and for good
reason; this mill makes great power and is about as reliable as they come. This example, from
our LS3 vs. Coyote shootout, made Chevrolet Perfomanceâ€” PN For those that want a turn-key
crate engine, it is hard to go wrong with the tried-and-true LS3. The gen-IV small-block produces
horses at just 5, rpm and lb-ft of torque at 4, rpm â€” a solid performer for any project. Chevrolet
Performance â€” PN and Chevrolet Performanceâ€” PN and Neither of the versions come
equipped with an intake manifold or accessories, providing owners the opportunity to tailor the
motor to their specific needs. Featuring all-forged internals, the LSXB15 is ready to handle up to
15 psi right out of the box. Both versions of the LSX use stock LS3 mounting locations for the
motor mounts and accessories, making it a great choice if you are looking to upgrade the
engine in your current late-model GM ride in preparation for boost. But those in the know might
want to take a look at the LSX for its capability to produce much more than just the advertised
numbers with the addition of a power adder. The 7. Chevrolet Performanceâ€” PN The venerable
LS7 is arguably one of the most popular motors in recent history. Offering big-block power in a
small-block package, this rev-happy large bore motor is just as happy at the drag strip as it is
on the road course. Factor in the fact that the LS7 comes with a forged crank, lightweight
titanium connecting rods and friction-coated aluminum pistons, and this crate engine is giving
you a lot of bang â€” and durability â€” for your buck. It also comes with CNC-ported heads
stuffed with 2. We love the LS7 around these parts so much that we selected it to motivate
Lucky 13 , our fifth-gen road-racing-focused Camaro. Until recently, these two motors where the
pinnacle of GM powerplants and are still amazing pieces of internal-combustion wizardry. While
both are similar in design, there are some significant design differences to be aware of:. The
LT1 features variable valve timing, direct injection and Active Fuel Management making it one of
the most technologically advanced motors GM has ever produced and is certainly the most
advance pushrod motor of all time. The LT1 is also available in dry sump or wet sump
configurations. The bottom end is much more robust than its LS progenitors and utilizes a
forged steel crankshaft and forged powdered metal connecting rods. It also uses a substantially
larger camshaft than the out going LS3 and ups the compression to The LS3 will probably
continue to dominate the market until the aftermarket catches up as far as swap kits, engine
mounts, exhaust and all that. And, due to its new features, the LT1 has a very flat horsepower
and torque curve which means this motor pulls like a freight train all the way up to 6, rpm where
it produces horsepower. In addition, this brute makes more than lb-ft of axle-twisting torque at
just 1, rpm and keeps right on pulling to make a peak of lb-ft at just 4, rpm! Stuffing one of these
mills in your project is a great way to beat everyone to the punch because a lot more of these
swaps are coming down the line. However, the LT1 does require more creative problem solving
when it comes to performing a swap on your favorite late-model or early-model GM car. The
king of the hill, the LT4. This is it! This is the king of the heap. The most powerful motor that the
General has ever offered in a regular-production Chevrolet. The smaller supercharger also
ensures that it comes up to speed more quickly. The Rotocast AT6 aluminum LT4 heads are
stuffed with titanium valves and the cylinders house dished forged aluminum slugs to help
lower its compression to , which is still relatively high considering the mill sees up to 9. A lot of
these engines have positives and negatives, especially when you consider what you are
building the car to do. Some are high-revving lightweight earth movers that are better suited for
autocross events and track days. Others are heavy-hitting supercharged fire breathers that may
be more at home on the drag strip, or iron-block behemoths that are ready to handle a butt-load
of boost. Let us know in the comments below which one you would choose and, in case you
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